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World Humanitarian Day
2020 - Real Life Heroes

After overcoming a personal tragedy, Abdul decided to help bring relief to his community.
Today, he provides clean water and sanitation to people displaced by conflict in Borno State, north-east Nigeria.

READ MORE
Standing Up to Myths and Misinformation During a Pandemic

‘An apple a day keeps the doctor away’ is a common and seemingly harmless saying. But what happens when commonly eaten foods like pepper, garlic and ginger are said to prevent COVID-19? What can we do to fight harmful misinformation?

READ MORE

IOM NEWS

Homecoming: Over 100 Stranded Nigerians Return from Mali Via Humanitarian Corridor

Clean Water, Hygiene and Sanitation: Crucial to Contain COVID-19 Among IDPs in North-East Nigeria
Over 60 Nigerians Return from Lebanon as Migrant Worker Conditions Worsen

MORE

Internally displaced people in Borno State participate in informal education and recreational activities. With BIC’s recent donation of coloring and writing items, IDPs can continue their learning and share their stories through drawing and painting.

Nigerian journalist Chioma Ezenwafor was selected as one of five winners of the first Reporting Migration Initiative in West Africa. With support from the European Union, IOM showcases journalists’ work in the region to promote safe migration.
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